AUSTIN LANE TECHNOLOGIES, INC. CELEBRATES 20 YEARS
Denton, TX – February 13, 2019 – This year, Austin Lane Technologies, Inc. celebrates their 20th anniversary.
Founded in 1999 the co-founders, Austin Beaty and Rob Graber, sketched out their software, ALMobile, on a
dinner napkin. Since then, the software has transformed the mobile technology industry. In 2001, they released
the first version of ALMobile on Palm handheld devices. Today in 2019, ALMobile 11 runs on all platforms and all
mobile devices. The company has thousands of ALMobile users across North America and continues its rapid
growth in the global market.
Austin Lane’s initial goal is to enhance business processes using the latest emerging technologies to provide the
best quality product in the industry. From the beginning, ALMobile business applications have enabled
organizations to streamline processes, remotely capture and transfer real-time data digitally, and eliminating
the use of paper. The needs of clients and the market are at the forefront, as their team of developers continue
to create new, innovative features and functionalities. With powerful applications like ALMobile’s Time,
Attendance, and Production Tracking, capturing jobsite intelligence remotely for labor, equipment, and
resources has never been easier. ALMobile allows organizations to quickly manage payroll, and obtain real time
productivity reporting at the press of a button.
“We have always strived to provide the absolute best product and services for our clients,” said Beaty, “We
partner with our clients to help them achieve their goals.”
Due to the high demand in the North Texas market, Austin Lane also created an IT Services Division in 2000. The
Austin Lane Managed IT Services Division leverages the latest technologies to ensure clients’ networks are secure,
stable, and designed to provide peace of mind. Advanced technologies are utilized to remotely monitor networks,
diagnose concerns, and resolve issues, saving clients time and money.
About Austin Lane Technologies, Inc.
Founded in 1999 in Texas, Austin Lane Technologies, Inc. is the leading mobile software provider for job site intelligence and
provides IT Services and solutions in the North Texas area. ALMobile is an enterprise software solution that offers advanced
mobile technologies, and collects and delivers real-time job site data. Designed to streamline an organization’s business
processes and increase efficiencies, Austin Lane’s Managed IT Services division offers unparalleled IT expertise in integration,
maintenance, and support of enterprise level networks. From network architecture and daily support services, to innovative
data capture technology and a world-class team, you can count on Austin Lane to keep your business running at top speed.

